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1. Introduction

U = U †U;

D = D† D.

(1.1)

The Yukawa couplings evolve with energy scale according to 1st order differential renormalisation group equations (RGEs). The RGEs are usually written as matrix equations and at one-loop
order are given [6] as:
U −1

dU
3
= γu + (U − D);
dt
2

D−1

dD
3
= γd + (D − U )
dt
2

(1.2)

where
γu = T − (

17 2 9 2
g + g + 8g23 , );
12 1 4 2

γd = T − (

5 2 9 2
g + g + 8g23 ),
12 1 4 2

(1.3)

with:
T = Tr(3 U + 3D + N + L )

(1.4)

(the gi being the gauge couplings). These equations control how the quark masses and mixing angles evolve. Analogous equations are obtained for leptons in the Dirac neutrino case (with slightly
different functions γ` and γν ). The RGEs for the Hermitian squares, U and D, are readily derived
[5] from those above. The RGEs for the Yukawas are coupled and non-linear. Given measured
values of the observables at e.g. the weak scale, the RGEs can be solved for observables at high
(eg. GUT) scales. However, experimental uncertainties in poorly-known observables feed into the
solutions for almost all other observables, rendering their high-energy values poorly-determined,
and hampering attempts to establish patterns and relationships between parameters at high scales.
2
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There has recently been interest [1]-[4] in Renormalisation Group Invariants (RGIs), observables which do not evolve with energy. They may be useful since eg. their experimentallydetermined values and uncertainties, determined at one scale, are valid at all scales. They can also
be useful, as we shall see, in identifying viable phenomenological relationships between observables, since once established among invariants, such relationships will be independent of energy.
However, until now, only approximate invariants have been derived, using various simplifying assumptions. Moreover, much of the earlier emphasis has been on Beyond Standard Model examples,
and surprisingly little work has been done along this line within the Standard Model (SM) itself.
Here, we present our recently-derived [5] exact evolution invariants in the SM (at one-loop order),
involving only the Yukawa couplings.
In the Standard Model (SM), quark and lepton masses and mixings originate in their Yukawa
couplings to the Higgs. Considering quarks and leptons of a given charge, each possible pair can
couple to the Higgs, each with arbitrary complex coupling. With 3 families of fermions, this gives
arbitrary complex 3 × 3 matrices of Yukawa couplings, one for each charge of fermion, referred
to here as U, D, L and N for charge 2/3, −1/3, −1 and 0 respectively. Their eigenvalues are
proportional to the (Dirac) masses of the fermions, while the quark and lepton mixing matrices
are formed from the matrices which diagonalise them. We will find it convenient to work with the
Hermitian squares of these Yukawa matrices:
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2. Pure Renormalisation Group Evolution
We first consider the RG evolution of some typical SM flavour observables, the charge 23 quark
masses, proportional to the (square roots of the) eigenvalues λui of U . The latter are given by the
eigenvalue equation:
λu3 − TU · λu2 + PU · λu − DU = 0
(2.1)
where the coefficients are:
PU =



dTU
= 2γu TU + 3 TU2 − 2PU − Tr(U D)
dt


dPU
= 4γu PU + 3PU (TU − TD ) + 3DU Tr(U −1 D) − 3
dt
dDU
= 3DU (2γu + TU − TD ).
dt

(2.2)

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

Similar evolution equations are valid for the analogous functions of D in the case of the charge − 31
quarks.
The non-linearity and mutual coupling exhibited by the RGEs of U and D, Eq. (1.2), is reflected in the above RGEs, confirming that the evolution of the individual eigenvalues depends in
a complicated way on the eigenvalues of both U and D, and indeed on the mixing observables
themselves.
We now consider instead the eigenvalues, λi , of the product matrix U D. They are the solutions
of its eigenvalue equation:
λ 3 − TU D · λ 2 + PU D · λ − DU D = 0

(2.6)

whose coefficients have similar definitions to those in Eq. (2.2) above. Starting with Eq. (1.2),
it can be shown [5] that these coefficients have pure RG evolutions, by which we mean that the
evolution is simply proportional to the variable itself (apart from the trivial coupling to others via
the γ functions, Eq. (1.3)):
dTU D
= 2(γu + γd )TU D
(2.7)
dt
dPU D
= 4(γu + γd )PU D
(2.8)
dt
dDU D
= 6(γu + γd )DU D .
(2.9)
dt
Moreover, their evolution rates in each case, Eqs. (2.7)-(2.9), are given simply by twice the dimensional order of the coefficient in question (c.f. Eq.(2.6)) times a common factor (γu + γd ). We
conclude that the eigenvalues, λi , of the product matrix U D have pure evolutions with coefficient
2(γu + γd ). This is a new result. It appears then that the product matrix U D plays a special role
in the SM. This special role for the matrix U D is traceable to the economical use in the SM of a
single Higgs field to give masses to all the fermions. We have so far been unable to find any parallel
result within the MSSM or two Higgs doublet model.
3
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1 2
Tr (U ) − Tr(U 2 ) ; DU = Det(U ).
2
The RGEs of such flavour-symmetric functions of Yukawa matrices may be found exactly:
TU = Tr(U );
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3. Exact Renormalisation Group Invariants in the SM
We have seen that the three U D coefficients, TU D , PU D and DU D all have pure evolutions
with rates proportional to their order. We may thus form from them two independent “dimensionless” combinations which are exact one-loop evolution invariants:
ITqD ≡

TU D
1

;

q
IPD
≡

DU3 D

PU D
2

;

such that

DU3 D

q
dITqD dIPD
=
= 0.
dt
dt

(3.1)

ITqD = ∑α6=β 6=γ,i6= j6=k



m2i
m2α
mβ mγ m j mk

q
= ∑α6=β 6=γ,i6= j6=k
IPD



mβ mγ m j mk
m2α
m2i

 32
 23

|Vαi |2 '



mt mt mb mb
mu mc md ms

|Vαi |2 '



mt mc mb ms
mu mu md md

 32
 23

cos2 θ23 ∼ 108 ;

(3.2)

cos2 θ12 ∼ 108 ,

(3.3)

where the last expression in each case is valid to leading order in small mass ratios. For the leptons,
q
` , with
→ IPD
in the Dirac neutrino case, we find analogous evolution invariants, ITqD → IT`D and IPD
U → N and D → L , γu → γν and γd → γ` .
q
In Fig. 1, we indicate the experimentally allowed ranges of values of ITqD and IPD
, plotted
against each other.
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Figure 1: The black point shows the values of the RG invariants ITqD and IPD
evaluated using experimental values of quark masses and mixings, renormalised to the weak scale taken from [7]. The cluster of
points indicates the range allowed by experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The straight line shows the
q
hypothesis ITqD = IPD
suggested by the data.

q
ITqD and IPD
are independent combinations of quark masses and mixings and could of course
have taken any values in nature. Yet we have seen, Eqs. (3.2)-(3.3), that they are both O(108 ) and
that in fact:
 2
 23
q
IPD
mc m2s
cos2 θ23
= 0.7+1.1
(3.4)
q ≈
−0.4 ,
mt mu mb md
cos2 θ12
IT D

a relation which is equally as valid at high scales as at the weak scale. It is of course a complete
mystery why their measured values are so similar, this feature seeming to require an unnatural level
4
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These invariants may be evaluated in terms of the conventional mass and mixing observables:
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of fine-tuning. The near equality, Eq. (3.4), prompts us to postulate that:
q
IPD
≡1
ITqD

(3.5)

exactly. We have shown [5] that such an equality implies a geometric spectrum for the product
matrix U D, ie.
λ2 λ3
q
IPD
= ITqD ⇒
= .
(3.6)
λ1 λ2

ql
Iprod
≡

96
Det(U D) − 41
− 96
g1 g3 7 ;
Det(N L )

ql
≡
Icomm

Det3 [U , D]Det[N , L ]
5
4

Det3 (U D)Det (N L )

− 81
82

g1

81

g238 .

(3.7)
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While for any given quark species, an approximate geometric spectrum of masses may be considered almost folklore, this is the first time that a quantitative postulate, Eq. (3.5), has been put
forward, specifically in this case for the eigenvalues of the product matrix U D. Note that the
eigenvalues of this matrix are not the same as the product of the eigenvalues of U and D separately, and thus our postulate cannot be tested using masses alone but necessarily involves mixing
angles also, see Eq. (3.4).
Finally we also found two evolution invariants linking the Yukawa couplings of quarks and
leptons together with the gauge couplings. These invariants are also new and, despite their somewhat contrived appearance, are reproduced here for completeness:

